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Jannik Sinner – won 4 tournaments. Also runner-up at Miami Open
@ 33/1 Each Way. Went from no.36 to no.10 in the world rankings
over the course of the season

Casper Ruud – won 5 tournaments. Also reached two ATP Masters
1000 semi finals, @ 100/1 and 66/1. Climbed from no.27 to no.8 in
the world rankings

Kwon Soon-woo – won his first ATP title in 2021

Sebastian Korda – runner-up at ATP Delray Beach final @ 28/1 Each
Way. Then won his first title, lifting the trophy at ATP Parma @ 16/1.
Finished the season as runner-up at the ATP Next Gen Finals
(tournament for young players)

Carlos Alcaraz – won ATP Next Gen Finals. Also won maiden ATP
title (Umag). Leapt from no.141 to no.32 in world rankings. Turns 19
in May 2022

Brandon Nakashima – reached first two ATP finals of career in 2021

Jennifer Brady – runner-up at the Australian Open @ 33/1 Each Way

Leylah Fernandez – won maiden WTA title (Monterrey @ 9/1). Then…
100/1+ Each Way runner-up at the US Open – with some bookies
going 600/1 and 400/1! Still a teenager (turns 20 in September 2022)

Sofia Kenin (Australian Open champion, 50/1. French Open runner-
up, 50/1)

The early bird catches the worm…

Since our first annual Ones to Watch report was published ahead of the
2017 season, our lists of players to follow have flagged up several
youngsters that have gone on to win big tournaments – at big prices…

Tournament highlights from players listed in our 2021 report:

In 2020, we unearthed a couple of huge winners:
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Iga Swiatek (French Open champion, 100/1)

Jelena Ostapenko (French Open champion, 100/1)

Naomi Osaka (US Open champion, 50/1. WTA Indian Wells champion,
125/1) – also reached World No.1

Alexander Zverev (ATP Rome Masters champion, 25/1)

Karen Khachanov (ATP Paris Masters champion, 40/1)

Ashleigh Barty (French Open champion, 22/1) – also reached World
No.1

Borna Coric (ATP Shanghai Masters runner-up, 100/1)

Daria Kasatkina (WTA Indian Wells runner-up, 80/1)

Daniil Medvedev (US Open runner-up, 100/1)

Marketa Vondrousova (French Open runner-up, 40/1)

Adding to our list of previous finds, including:

As well as breakthrough players making finals and finishing runner-up,
at huge Each Way prices:

The changing of the guard…

In 2019, six of the eight men’s Grand Slam finalists were the long-
established big boys. And between them, Novak Djokovic, Roger
Federer & Rafael Nadal ultimately took home the four biggest trophies.

The 2020 season was seriously shortened due to the coronavirus
pandemic. Three of the four Grand Slams were played, with Wimbledon
cancelled. Of those three Slams, three of the six finalists came from
outside of the men’s Big Three:
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Dominic Thiem was a 22/1 runner-up at the Australian Open, and then
a 9/1 winner at the US Open, collecting his first Grand Slam crown.
Alexander Zverev was a 25/1 runner-up at the US Open, making his
debut appearance in a Grand Slam final.

Then, in 2021, each of the four Majors saw a Next Gen player competing
in the final…

With another of our former Ones to Watch names, Daniil Medvedev,
ending the season as the US Open champion – and ranked no.2 in the
world. Medvedev also finished runner-up at the Australian Open. 

At the French Open 2021, Stefanos Tsitsipas reached a debut Grand
Slam final - pushing world no.1 Djokovic to five sets, and finishing
runner-up. And at Wimbledon last summer, yet another first-time Major
finalist – with Matteo Berrettini coming runner-up to Djokovic.

Djokovic, Federer & Nadal have scooped up 17 of the last 19 Grand Slam
titles. But by the end of summer 2022, Djokovic will have turned 35,
Federer will be 41, and Nadal will be 36...

The new kids really are arriving on the block now.

And going after underdogs and young up-and-coming players is what
we’re all about at Ones to Watch…

In the women’s game, 2019 saw three first-time Grand Slam finalists,
with two first-time winners: Ashleigh Barty at the French Open, and
Bianca Andreescu at the US Open.

The truncated 2020 season produced two first-time ‘Slam finalists and
winners, from just three Majors played: Sofia Kenin in Australia (@
50/1), and Iga Swiatek at Roland Garros (100/1).

And in 2021, the women’s game continued to surprise...

Last season, 33/1 Jennifer Brady reached a maiden Grand Slam final in
Australia.
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The last 19 women’s Grand Slams will have produced 13 different
winners

11 of those last 19 – and 5 of the last 8 – have been first-time Grand
Slam winners

The last 5 women’s Grand Slams have produced 5 finalists at odds
of 100/1+, and one at 50/1

The French Open was an all-new affair, with 175/1 Barbora Krejcikova
beating 150/1 Anastasia Pavlyuchekova. 

And at the US Open, an all-teenage final in New York, with 100/1 Emma
Raducanu becoming the first Qualifier, male or female, to win a Grand
Slam. The 18-year-old Brit beat 19-year-old Canadian, Leylah
Fernandez – who was also triple-figure odds in the Outright Winner
betting.

These startling stats from the women’s game say it all:

The future is bright. And we’re looking to shine in 2022 with our
underdogs-and-youngsters approach once again…

See below for this year’s Ones to Watch list. 

Big prospects…

Another reason to go after the youngsters is the prices…

When it comes to betting on the big-name players, you certainly won’t
get any gifts from the bookies.

For example, Djokovic was just 11/8 (2.38) for the Australian Open last
year… 6/5 (2.2) for the title in 2020, and also 6/5 in 2019. 

Nadal was odds-on for the French Open in 2019, at just 10/11 (1.91).
And priced at 11/10 (2.1) when winning it again in 2020.
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Take Djokovic, for example. He was a 33/1 underdog when winning
his first Grand Slam title – the Australian Open in 2008 – when just
20 years old

Naomi Osaka won the US Open 2018 aged 20, as a 50/1 outsider. In
comparison, when she won the trophy again in 2020, Osaka went off
as one of the favourites, at just 11/2 (6.5)

Compare those prices to some of the ‘Ones to Watch’ figures mentioned
above: 25/1, 50/1, even 100/1 shots getting to finals – and winning.

To make money from tennis, you need to know about the stars of
the future…

As I said this time last year (and the year before, and the year before
that, AND the year before that), I’m not writing the current star names
off just yet. But it certainly pays to be alert to the newcomers…

We will see a changing of the guard sooner or later. Some of the giants
of the game are on their way out. New, young blood will take their
place.

There will be gaps in the market. Presenting in-the-know and early-bird
bettors with the chance to cash-in, often at big prices...

There are young, hungry, new & improving players about to burst
through. The household names of the future. And the sooner you spot
them – the more likely you are to win big:

Ones to Watch in 2022

With our Ones to Watch in 2022 list, the intention is to look beyond the
players at the top of the current rankings. To find players who are not
yet in the Top 10 – but could be heading there in the not-too-distant
future. Every name on the list below is age 21 or under as of the start
of the season (January 2022).
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Some of the names on the list below have already provided payouts on
the Men’s ATP and Women’s WTA Tours. I expect these players to earn
more success and deliver more returns this year, and beyond.

And one or two of these could even make the big breakthrough at
Grand Slam level. A headline-grabbing run at the Australian Open,
French Open, Wimbledon or US Open can catapult a player up the
rankings and into the spotlight. Let’s see if we can pick one or two out
beforehand…

Here is my list of young & improving players to follow in the 2022
season…

Not every highly-rated teenager will go on to have a glittering Pro
career. Not every Junior Grand Slam winner will go on to shine in the
real thing...

But some will. And some can certainly win titles on the weekly ATP &
WTA Tours – taking out a few well-known names on the way, too...

The players below are all showing promising signs of progression. Some
are already making a few waves on the Tour. And any of them could
climb up the rankings and make a significant breakthrough in 2022…

WOMEN:
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Emma Raducanu

Age: 19
Country: Great Britain
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.19

Who else to start with than the breakout superstar from the end of last
season? Emma Raducanu produced one of the all-time shocks, winning
the US Open on her debut, as a qualifier, at 100/1. Sporting fairy-tales
don’t come much better. 

Two big questions, as we look to 2022: how will Emma cope with the
newfound fame and pressure? And how’s the betting going to look? The
former remains to be seen. The latter is bad news, in that we won’t be
seeing 100/1 again. 

Raducanu has to go on the list, though; she’s already shown that her
ball-striking and movement can be as good as anyone in the game – and
she’s still only a teenager.
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Coco Gauff

Age: 17
Country: USA
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.22

For the third year running, ‘teen sensation’ Coco Gauff starts the year
as the youngest woman in the world’s Top 100.

As I’ve said when including her on our Ones to Watch list before: Gauff
has remarkable poise and confidence for such a young age, and has the
fitness and skills to go on and win some very big trophies in her career.
Her serve has been the main concern in the last couple of seasons, with
far too many double faults. It looks like she’s starting to erase those
from her game now, though – and that could prove a very good sign.
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Leylah Fernandez

Age: 19
Country: Canada
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.24

Leylah Fernandez ended 2020 at a then career-high No.88 in the world
– and then leapt up to No.24 at the end of 2021, after an inspired run to
the US Open final. This talented, gutsy, and driven left-hander isn’t
happy with runner-up trophies: she wants to win Grand Slams. 

Reenforcing my past statement on Fernandez, who appeared on our list
of youngsters at the start of last season, too. Leylah has the look of a
player that likes the challenge of playing the big matches, and isn’t
afraid to play her own game against the more established names on the
tour. That’s a quality that make her a serious one to watch.
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Clara Tauson

Age: 19
Country: Denmark
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.44

Clara Tauson caught the eye in 2021 – prompting me to flag her up in
September, as an early-bird 100/1 shot for the opening Grand Slam of
this season, the Australian Open 2022. In 2019, Tauson was the
Australian Open Junior champion. 

The Danish teenager announced herself on the main WTA Tour last
year, winning her first Senior-level titles. Taking the trophies at WTA
Lyon, Chicago, and Luxembourg. Those three events are all played on
hard courts, and Clara amassed a particularly impressive match win-
rate on indoor hard courts in 2021: across all grades of competition,
registering a won 25, lost 4 record (86%). 

The biggest compliment I can pay Tauson right now is this: she reminds
me of 100/1 French Open 2020 winner Iga Swiatek – another teenager
who burst onto the scene with a flurry of powerful shots, smart match-
play thinking, will-to-win tenacity, and the ability to rise to the occasion.
In my eyes, Clara Tauson is destined for the big-time.
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Ann Li

Age: 21
Country: USA
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.47

Ann Li is a young player that I like – and many other people in the
tennis world have her marked out for great things, too. The upcoming
21-year-old American starts the new season at a new career high of
no.47 in the world, having broken into the Top 100 twelve months
earlier (ranked no.97 at end of 2020). 

Ann Li was in my thoughts as an outside chance during the Australian
Open last year, backed as a 350/1 rank outsider before going out in the
3rd round. 

She has court speed, and the ability to trade blows from the baseline.
The next step is to start putting together some deep runs in
tournaments, and win some more trophies. The youngster got off the
mark last season, winning a maiden WTA title in Tenerife. There should
be more to come.
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Marta Kostyuk

Age: 19
Country: Ukraine
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.50

After Raducanu, Gauff, Fernandez, and Tauson, 19-year-old Marta
Kostyuk is the only other teenager ranked inside the WTA world top
100 as of day one of the 2022 season. The Ukrainian is the sole member
of that teenage quintet yet to lift a Senior trophy. She got closer last
season though, reaching semi finals in Abu Dhabi (outdoor hard court),
Istanbul (clay), and Cluj-Napoca (indoor hard court). 

Marta is still taking the occasional 2-0 thumping when meeting names
higher up the rankings. But I’m sticking with the 2017 Australian Open
Junior champion. I reckon there’s something about Kostyuk’s drive &
spirit that suggests she could do something special at a big tournament
– if & when everything clicks into place. Iron out a few unforced errors
and some of the more erratic aspects of her game, and this youngster
could well take a few scalps this year. 

Kostyuk has the passion – she just needs to channel it. Improvements
are definitely taking place; Marta has improved her ranking three years
in a row, and that’s a solid indicator that she’s doing plenty right.
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Amanda Anisimova

Age: 20
Country: USA
End-of-2021 World Ranking: No.78

It feels like Amanda Anisimova has been around a long time. She
appeared on my Ones to Watch list ahead of the 2020 season, and was
on the radar long before… 

In September 2018, I originally flagged up Anisimova as a 150/1 outsider
for both the Australian Open and US Open 2019. Amanda made a
credible run to the Last 16 in Australia. But then tragedy struck for the
youngster that year, with the sudden death of her father and coach, and
Amanda pulled out of the trip to New York. Since then, the American
has also had to contend with injury and illness. 

Starting the new 2022 season with a second career WTA title, in
Melbourne on hard courts, Amanda made the perfect start to the year.
That followed a long wait for a first appearance in a final since 2019,
when she lifted her maiden WTA title (Bogota, clay). A Junior US Open
champion (2017), hard courts are Amanda’s surface of choice. But along
with that Bogota crown, a run to the 2019 French Open semi finals
showed she can do real damage on clay, too.
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Jannik Sinner has been on our pre-season list two years in a row.
Last season, the 20-year-old Italian climbed from No.36 in the world
to hit No.10 at the year end, winning an eye-catching four titles
along the way.

Felix Auger-Aliassime has also been a regular in our Ones to Watch
lists. Still only 21 years of age, Felix has plenty of class on and off
court. The 2016 US Open Junior champion made a big Senior-level
Grand Slam leap last season, reaching the quarter finals at
Wimbledon, and then the semi finals at the US Open. Moving from
No.21 to No.11 in the rankings in 2021. The only thing missing for
the young Canadian is a first trophy win. So far, he’s reached eight
ATP finals – but been runner-up every time. Will it be a case of ninth
time lucky?

Casper Ruud powered from No.27 to No.8 last season. The 23-year-
old Norwegian went one better than Sinner on the trophy front –
racking up a mightily impressive five tournament wins on the ATP
Tour

Born in the States to Russian parents, Anisimova has a quietly
determined look about her, and 2022 might just be the year that she
finally shakes off that ‘next Maria Sharapova’ tag, and makes a genuine
name for herself on the big stage… 
 
Like many dangerous outsiders that we follow in Ones to Watch,
Anisimova has the power and ability to put a red-hot run together at
any given event – and that makes her one to follow in the Grand Slams
at attractive Each Way prices.

MEN:

In 2021, four of our Ones to Watch names did very well indeed on the
men’s tour, making a serious dent in the rankings. Keep these guys very
much in mind for further progress in 2022, including some potential
breakout showings at Grand Slam level. They all look very much the real
deal in terms of talent, commitment, and professionalism…
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Sebastian Korda looked right at home on the tour in 2021, rocketing
from No.119 to No.41 in the rankings. The 21-year-old American won
his first ATP title – and more are surely set to follow.

Moving on to our three featured selections for 2022, we have two
names that made the notebook as teenagers ahead of last season – and
one exciting newcomer. All three look to have big potential to ascend to
the top levels of the sport…

Carlos Alcaraz

Age: 18
Country: Spain
End-of-2020 World Ranking: No.32

The youngest man on our list, Carlos Alcaraz set out a marker back in
2020, winning six titles across the lower-level ITF Futures and ATP
Challenger tours. In doing so, he became only the fifth player in
Challenger Tour history to win five+ titles before the age of 18. With
former World No.1 Juan Carlos Ferrero as his coach, Alcaraz looks to
have a lot of good things in place, and a big future ahead of him.
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In 2021, he made a huge push forward on the main tour, charging up
the rankings from No.141 to No.32. Picking up a first ATP title on the
way, winning on clay in Umag. 

Clay courts are his standout surface – hence the Rafael Nadal
comparisons. But, like Rafa himself, this super-exciting young talent is
good enough to play on anything. Last season, Carlos reached a first
Grand Slam quarter final, on hard courts at the US Open.

Alcaraz won the ATP Next Gen Finals at the end of 2021. Previous
winners of that dedicated ‘rising star’ tournament include Stefano
Tsitsipas and Jannik Sinner – both of whom are now Top 10 players. A
similar future beckons for Carlos. 

In fact, this youngster might well turn out to be the very best of the
bunch in terms of new prospects in the men’s game right now.
Supremely talented, hard-working – and with a possessed, Nadal-like
drive to fight to win every single point. One to watch, for sure.

Lorenzo Musetti

Age: 19
Country: Italy
End-of-2020 World Ranking: No.59
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Lorenzo Musetti plays with real flair and confidence – with a blazing
one-handed backhand that looks set to feature on many highlight reels
in the years to come. 

As of day one of this season, 72 of his 117 total match wins have come
on clay. But this kid has been compared to both Roger Federer AND
Rafael Nadal – and he can play on any surface. He won the Australian
Open Juniors on hard courts in 2019. 

Last season, Lorenzo jumped from No.129 to No.59 in the rankings. The
next goal: reach a first final, and win a maiden title. 

Musetti gave the tennis world a glimpse of what he’s capable of last
June, going two sets to nil up against eventual French Open champion
Novak Djokovic in the 4th round (Last 16), before succumbing to injury.
The young Italian relishes the big stage. I’m looking forward to seeing
what he can do in 2022 – and beyond.

Jenson Brooksby

Age: 21
Country: USA
End-of-2020 World Ranking: No.56
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Jenson Brooksby was a huge mover in 2021, rising from No.307 at the
start of the year, to No.56 at the end of what was a stellar breakthrough
campaign on the main circuit…

During the first half of the season, the young American racked up a
noteworthy streak of results on the lower-tier ATP Challenger Tour.
Entering five tournaments at that level, reaching the final in four of
them – and lifting the trophy in three. He then made his mark on the
full ATP tour in July, reaching a debut final, on grass at Newport.
Finishing runner-up to former Wimbledon finalist Kevin Anderson, and
delivering an Each Way return from odds of 20/1. 

Jenson followed that up with two more semi-final appearances, reaching
the last four at both ATP Washington (outdoor hard court) and ATP
Antwerp (indoor hard court). In-between those two runs, Brooksby was
impressive in a four-set defeat to Djokovic at the US Open – really
showcasing his ability to rally with the best, play in front of a big crowd,
and pull off an array of top-quality, creative shots. More big nights like
that are on the agenda. 

Since the likes of Pete Sampras and Andre Agassi in the nineties glory
days, American men’s tennis has been crying out for a new hope. This
quick-as-a-flash 21-year-old might just be the one to carry the flag in
future Grand Slams for the USA. He’s got the game, the skills, the
attitude, and the mindset. Injury permitting, Brooksby can establish
himself well within the Top 50 this year – and add a first trophy or two
to the cabinet.
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More to come throughout the season...

Those names make up my Ones to Watch in 2022 list. They are all young
& improving players that I’m earmarking to have a good season.

But the list is by no means the end of our work...

Throughout the season, I’ll keep you up-to-date with the latest players
in form on the weekly ATP and WTA tours – helping you hunt out big
value Each Way opportunities in Outright Winner markets, and players
to profit from in the individual match markets, too.

And of course, when the four big Grand Slam events come along –
Australian Open, Wimbledon, French Open and US Open – I’ll be helping
you find ways to cash-in, too.

Enjoy the 2022 season. I’ll be in touch again very soon...


